
SHANGHAI NEW INTERNATIONAL EXPO CENTRE FOR

SNIEC, the only Sino-german joint venue with western management is the leading international exhibition venue in the
heart of Shanghai, a metropolis with 

Most of the country's production and distribution centres are located near Shanghai. Beginning with its
opening on Nov. We are honored to be named one of the leading exhibition venues in the world, and our hard
work shows. By accessing this web site, or by downloading any materials from this site, you agree to abide
and be bound by the terms and conditions below and elsewhere within the site. Lastly, the red and grey colors
symbolize vitality and wisdom. SNIEC has 3 entrance halls, 20 loading bays, 2 multilayer parking garages and
5 large outdoor parking lots, providing parking spaces. With an over 70 percent occupancy rate in , we are No.
The competitive market in China - especially Shanghai - motivates us to continuously improve our already
well-established and respected services with only one goal: Make your show even better and more successful
in the future. Contact us Add: No. It is the commercial hub and gateway of China, connecting the rest of our
country with Asia and the world. On Nov. Earlier this year, SNIEC implemented a series of upgrades which
included the construction of an improved WiFi system, development of WIFI-related application, construction
of additional transformers, upgraded food and beverage facilities, establishing a service evaluation system, and
refining its customer satisfaction surveys. The new logo combines the world famous SNIEC name along with
two triangles representing the shape of the venue. SNIEC, the only Sino-german joint venue with western
management is the leading international exhibition venue in the heart of Shanghai, a metropolis with 25
million people. Since then, the exhibition industry venue in the Pudong has become the place in Shanghai to
hold exhibitions. With 15 years of experience working along side top global and domestic organizers, we have
further developed our partnerships and excellence into a win-win success story. Please read these terms and
conditions carefully before accessing this web site. In fact, almost 7 million visitors attend over international
trade shows in our  Most importantly, SNIEC will continue to maintain its role as a landlord, meaning that it
will not launch proprietary shows, nor compete with its customers. We look forward to serving your
exhibitions, events and clients.


